
1. Adventure

Holidays

A type of holiday that involves activities eg.

bungee jumping

2. All-inclusive Hotels which provide tourists with

accommodation, meals, entertainment, drinks

and activities for one single price.

3. Carbon

footprint

A measure of the amount of carbon that their

lifestyle adds to the atmosphere.

4. Charter

flights

When holiday companies arrange special

flights to take a large number of tourists to

the same destination.

5. Coastal

Resort

Tourist area located on the coast

6. Conservation The preservation and careful management of

the environment and of natural resources

7. Consolidation Stage of the resort life cycle where tourism is

a big part of the local economy but tourist

numbers are starting to level off.

8. Development Stage of the resort life cycle where more

tourist visit and big companies start to

control tourism

9. Disposable

Income

Money left after you paid the bills that is

available to you for saving or spending on

what you want.

10. Domestic

tourists

People who holiday in their own countries

11. Economic

leakage

the part of the money a tourist pays for a

foreign holiday that does not benefit the

destination country but it goes elsewhere.

12. Ecotourism Aims to contribute to sustainable

development by conserving the natural

environment and improving the standard of

living of local people.

13. Extreme

Environment

an environment that has harsh and

challenging conditions. Humans and other

species need to adapt in order to survive in it.

14. Green

Tourism

Tourism that considers environmental issues

and tries to be sustainable

15. Honeypots These form as a consequence of mass

tourism when people swarm like bees to

beautiful attractions.

16. Infrastructure Bridges, roads, water supplies and energy

systems.

17. International

tourists

People who holiday in a foreign country

18. Long-haul

destinations

Those which take more than 3 hours flight

time to reach.

19. Mass tourism When large numbers of tourists visit the same

destination

20. Natural

Attractions

Physical features that attract people to an

area eg. weather, beaches, mountains

21. Package

holidays

Holidays which include flights, airport

transfers and accommodation plus some

meals.

22. Rejuvenation Stage of the resort life cycle where new

facilities attract new visitors

23. Seasonality This is seen as the major problem associated

with tourism in Jamaica and other countries

dependant on tourism.

24. Short-haul

destinations

Those which take less than 3 hours flight time

to reach.

25. Stagnation Stage of the resort life cycle where tourist

numbers have peaked and facilities are no

longer as good as they were

26. Stopover

destination

A place where tourists stop briefly before

onward travel e.g. Singapore on route to

Australia from Europe.

27. Tourism

Decline

The number of tourists visiting gets less

28. Tourist

Industry

The business of entertaining and

accommodating tourists

29. Tourist resort

life cycle

Process a resorts goes through from the first

visitors to years later when few people visits

any more

30. Tropical

Area

a region of the Earth surrounding the Equator.

They are delimited in latitude by the Tropic of

Cancer in the Northern Hemisphere at 23°

North and the Tropic of Capricorn in the

Southern Hemisphere at 23°South; these

latitudes correspond to the axial tilt of the

Earth. Countries in the tropics include,

Indonesia, Jamaica, Madagasca etc.
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